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ABSTRACT

Raising the floor elevation of houses is coastal settlement of North Jakarta has 
been a phenomenon recently to avoid flooding. Flood has become a threat in 
the northern part of Jakarta due to sea level rise, land subsidence, and extreme 
rainfall as impacts of climate changes. Muara Angke is a delta in North Jakarta 
surrounded by Java Sea in the north, Asin River in the east, and Adem  River in 
the west, so that several times of flooding inundate this settlement. To 
overcome flooding, communities in the settlement have been doing housing 
adjustment by rising the elevation of ground floor. The objective of this 
research is to identify floor elevation techniques and designs, and innovations 
of house designs related to floor rising. This research was conducted with 
quantitative and qualitative methods to collect data from purposive 
respondents through observations and interviews. The results of this research 
shows that the rising floor elevation method has been contributing innovation 
to avoid flood and has no impact towards the environment. This innovation is 
not costly and still allowing occupants to do their activities while flooding, 
especially those who are with low income. 
Keywords: Flood, floor elevation, quality housing

1.  INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there is a phenomenon of raising the floor elevation of houses 
in many coastal settlements, such as in North Jakarta, specifically in Muara 
Angke and Muara Baru settlements where the floor height is from 30 to 70 cm 
above the road, and even exceeding 1 meter in Pluit settlement (kompas.com, 
2011). Rising the floor of houses by the owner is generally caused by the 
frequent occurrence of floods inundating coastal areas. In response to this 
problem, people elevate their homes.
Flood in Jakarta is not a new problem, but a latent one. Dozens of the previous 
centuries, when it was still in the territory of the Kingdom Tarumanegara in the 
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5th century, the city was often flooded. During the Dutch colonial rule in 
Batavia, the city was also flooded several times. The last major flood occurred 
in 1996, 1999, 2002, 2007, and 2013 (Zaenuddin, 2013). The phenomenon of 
coastal flooding occurs due to various factors, namely land subsidence, sea 
level rise, higher rainfall and river estuaries experiencing silting (Hidayati, et 
al., 2012). Land subsidence occurs due to the recent tectonic activity, 
earthquakes, unstable soil compaction, and the effects of human activities such 
as building loads and extraction of ground (Diposaptono, 2009). Land 
subsidence in the period of December 1997 to September 2007approximately 
was ranging from 1 to 15 cm/year in Jakarta (Abidin, et al., 2009). The greatest 
land subsidence can be found in Penjaringan, Tanjung Priok, and Cakung 
(Bimantara, 2012). Meanwhile, the sea level rise in the northen coast of Java 
average was 1.45cm/year during the years of 2005 to 2011 (Hadi, et al., 2012).
Due to current floods, the government has made a protection of settlements in 
the northen coastal of Jakarta, especially in Muara Angke, by building polder 
system. The government has provided levees, reservoirs, and pumps, in 
addition to having elevated the main roads in the settlements. The communities 
have also initiated to elevate the roads in front of their houses and their houses 
to avoid the flood, so that they can stay at home during the flood. 
This paper will describe result of a short study on the fishermen's houses that 
have been elevated and will address the innovative efforts to cope with the 
floods with limited land and costs. Innovative efforts in the form of home 
design that helps provide comfort, contributes positively to residents living 
activities, and the environment. Findings of this research will contribute to the 
knowledge on housing adjustment, particularly housing innovations to cope 
with floods for the low-income residents. The following are the study objectives 

a. to identify the height of house ground floor from the road level;
b. to identify the housing adjustment that have been done by residents;
c. to explore innovative designs to improve the quality housing .

This study was conducted on the basis of data related to the height of the house 
above the road, house size, ceiling height and the number of storey. Data were 
collected through field survey and measurements. This study is also based on 
the data on what residents perceived, and why they raised their houses. These 
data were collected through depth interview with 13 purposive respondents 
selected based on the criteria that they have lived more than 7 years and have 
been flooded several times, including the great flood of 2007, and their houses 
have been renovated at least within the last 2 years. At the same time, 
literature study about the relation between people and their environments, 
housing adjustment, and innovative housing designs is made.
The selected study area is complex of the houses built early in Muara Angke. 
These houses were originally built around 1978 to the early 1980s (called  
Block H and Block L). The houses were planned for fishermen or people who
work in the field of fisheries in North Jakarta. Although Muara Angke has a new 
long-term regional planning to resettle fisherman houses area, Block H and 
Block L will be retained as a landed housing while slum houses in the 
surrounding areas will be developed into flat housing.
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2.  LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1.  Environmental Pressures and Housing Adjustment 
People relationship with the environment can be explained by the theory of 
stimulus-response. Stimulus is an object or event that is apprehended by the 
senses such as changes in the human environment, while the response is a 
behaviour that occurs in humans as a result of the stimulus he/she receives 
(Iskandar, 2012). Environmental stimulus will be assessed in one's cognition 
(cognitive appraisal), whether the stimulus is dangerous or not. Flood events in 
neighborhoods can lead to stress in humans because of the arrival of the 
sudden flooding, damaging home and furniture in it, and even threatening the 
safety of the occupants.
People will strive to maintain the standard they have, trying to cope with the 
pressure or threats in the surrounding environment, so that they can change 
the environment to adjust with their wishes, in order to maintain comfort (Bell,
1990). People are always trying to manipulate the environment to suit their 
circumstances.
Adjustment measures can be carried out by governments, communities, and 
individuals in the family to cope with environmental stresses. Government 
builds levees to protect the settlements, build reservoirs  to collect rain water 
and waste water from residential areas, using pumps to help remove water into 
the sea, and elevate the streets (Desmawan, 2010; Gultom, 2012). These
adjustment measures are taken by the government so that people can still live 
even if the area is prone to flooding. Adjustment measures can also be done by 
the residents. If the residents feel there is a gap between the actual condition of 
the house and a decent house in his opinion, they feel dissatisfied being at 
home and will renovate their houses, which is called housing adjustment
(Morris, 1970 and Turner, 1972). The resident action  by elevating the house, 
extending and adding functionalities in the house can be called housing  
adjustment. The action as an innovation should consider the limitations related 
to environment and costs for the occupant to obtain comfort and safety.

2.2. Innovative Housing Efforts in Flood Prone Area
Innovation can be succinctly defined as the exploitation of new ideas. 
Innovation can refer to new technologies, new products or new services, and 
new practices. It is an outcome of a creative process (MacKenzie and Wajcman,
1999). Innovative housing design is needed in flood prone settlement, needless 
to say in recent years, in which flooding has increased in some areas. The 
amount of damage caused by flooding affects housings and their contents, 
depending on the level of water that reaches within them. Flood water is not 
clean and often contains silt/sewage, so that it will also need cleaning 
afterwards. 
Innovative housing concept for a flood resilient in flood prone area  should pay 
attention to the followings (Ross, et al., 2007):

a. Undertaking a flood risk assessment, for which local and regional planning 
bodies will have to undertake this assessment. However, landowners 
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have the primary responsibility for safeguarding their land and property 
against natural hazards.

b. Not building single storey dwelling, as it would not provide a safe refuge. 
If the flood were to occur while the occupants were asleep, they may 
become trapped before they realise what is happening. Raising the 
dwelling above flood level will also depend on the height of the potential 
flood source (eg river or sea) and the area of land likely to be flooded. 

c. Maintaining structural integrity of the building to avoid permanent 
damage. As the difference in height between water outside and inside the 
building increase, hydrostatic pressure also increase, ultimately this 
could lead to structural damage or collapse. If a water exclusion strategy 
is adopted, structure can withstand the hydrostatic pressure. 

d. Making elements that are damaged by floodwater be easily repaired or 
replaced. Use waterproof materials or design a concrete floor with 
ceramic tiles. The cables should drop down from ceiling level, preferably 
in plastic conduits to facilitate easy replacement if necessary. 

e. Making the cost of repairing be significantly lower than that for a standard 
dwelling.

2.3.  Housing Innovation for Occupant Comforts
Housing innovation provides comfort for the occupants. We should understand
the occupant needs in their homes. Low-income people’s image of home, house 
as shelter, a place that provides protection from potentially damaging or 
unpleasant condition, it is the most basic need in a biological sense. It is 
primarily for the middle class, home is a safe place, that more attention is paid 
to the house as a means for self-expression and self-realization. The house is an 
effective way to reflect personal values and their image of self (Becker, 1977). 
Therefore, innovation concept for quality housing must consider the wishes of 
the occupants.
House design reflects critical factors such as climate, materials, economics and 
cultural background. The main causes of climatic stress in tropical area are high 
temperatures, solar radiation, humidity, and glare. In other to achieve climatic 
comfort, the factors must be controlled, such as heat dissipation must be 
maximized by ventilation and evaporative cooling. The residents were able to 
feel comfortable with the presence of air movement in the building (Tahir, et 
al., 2010). Housing innovation also should pay attention to comfortable 
temperatures and lighting.

3.  MUARA ANGKE SETTLEMENT IN NORTH JAKARTA
Muara Angke is a delta in North Jakarta surrounded by Java Sea in the north, 
Asin River in the east, and Adem River in the west. It is an unstable region. 
Geomorphology of the beaches is soft so that low soil bearing capacity and 
seawater intrusion process become high. Therefore, several times flooding 
inundates this settlement. Protection against flooding has been constructed by 
government through a polder system, consisting of levee, two reservoirs, and 
several pumps. 
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Figure 1: Muara Angke settlement
Source: UPT PPKP and PPI Muara Angke, 2011 

Muara Angke area was marshes and mangrove forests until the 1970s. Muara 
Angke was built on July 7, 1977 by government of DKI Jakarta to accommodate 
the fisheries located in North Jakarta. This fishermen settlement was planned 
to be inhabited by owners of fishing boats, crews, fishing workers, salted fish 
laborers, and fish traders. Various facilities have been built such as market, 
terminal, schools, mosques, community health center, and fishing industries. 
The housing area is 21,16 hectares, while total land area of Muara Angke is 67 
ha (UPT PPKP and PPI Muara Angke, 2011). Originally built fishing settlement 
is Block H and Block L (see the figure 1 above), where thephenomenon of 
rising the floor elevation at houses can be found. 

4.  ANALYSIS OF RAISING FLOOR ELEVATION OF HOUSES IN BLOCKH AND 
BLOCK L OF MUARA ANGKE

Block H and  Block L were chosen to be the location for this study because 
these were built earlier in Muara Angke. Futhermore, these blocks will be 
retained as landed housing, while the surrounding slums will be converted into 
flat housings.

4.1.  The Height of Floor Elevation from the Road Level
Initially there were 220 houses in Block H-1 to H-6 and 140 houses in Block L-1 
to L-5 (L-4 plots reserved for school facilities), so totally there were 360 houses 
(figure 2). After several years, some houses were merged, two houses into one 
owner, so that the remaining houses are approximately 319 houses. According 
to the respondents, they raised their houses due to the government raising the 
roads. They had to raise the floor elevation of their houses, so that the houses
were not lower than the road to avoid flooding.
The number of houses with raising floor elevation which is above the road level 
are amounted to as many as 90,5% (see Table 1). Meanwhile the number of 
houses which are under the road are amounted to as many as 9,5% because the 
occupants do not have enough money to raise their houses.
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Figure 2: Block H and Block L in Muara Angke settlement
Source: Field Observation, 2013

Table 1: The raising floor elevation of houses

The height 
above the road

Number of houses 
(%)

The height 
under the road

Number of houses
 (%)      

0-39 cm 169 houses (52,9%) 0-39 cm 15 houses (4,7%)
40-79 cm 81 houses (25,4%) 40-79 cm 12 houses (3,8%)

80-119 cm 33 houses (10,3%) 80-100 cm 3 houses (1%)
> 120 cm 6 houses (1,9%)

Source: Field Observation, 2013

4.2.  The Housing Adjustment
To know the house adjustments that have been done, several house owners 
were selected as respondents. They were selected by the criteria that they have 
lived more than 7 years and have experienced flooding several times and their
houses at least have two storeys. For this study, houses were chosen as sample 
are the ones which have positive contribution for the occupants in terms of 
responding the flood. The livelihoods of respondents are generally as boat 
crews, fish traders, port officials, and enterprisers. Heads of household are 
approximately 35-70 years old, and their educations were junior high school 
(3) and senior high school (10). The people come from different ethnicities, 
consisting of Bugis (7), Palopo (1), Java (1), Lampung (1), Indramayu (1), 
Betawi (1), and Chinese (1).
The size of houses that was originally 40m2 had been increased to 100-170 m2. 
Building coverage ratio that was initially 53% had been increased to 100%. All 
the rooms had been expanded (living, family, dining and kitchen). Houses 
which originally had 2 bedrooms were modifiedto 3 to 10 bed rooms. The bed 
rooms on the second floor can be rented by employee (6 houses, see Table 2). 
Generally, the height of ceiling in ground floor is approximately 3 to 4,5 m 
because the occupants are confident that they will raise the floor again in the 
future. They use ceramic tile for ground floor. The structure of columns and 
beams is constructed using concretes. There are 8 houses usingwood material 
for second floor because the cost is cheaper and easy to dismantle when they 
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rise their houses in the future. There are 5 houses using concrete. The façade 
design of the houses are various such as modern, minimalist, and tropical style.

Table 2: The housing adjustment (13 respondents)

Sample Arrival Year Rising Floor 
Elevation

Plafond 
Height-

Material

Spacious 
House (m2)

Number of 
Bed Room-

Rented Room
I 1980 60 cm 3,8 m -wood 150 2 (6 rented)
2 1989 80 cm 4 m-wood 170 5 (none)
3 1987 20 cm 3,5m-wood 150 3 (none)
4 1989 100 cm 2,8m-wood 150 3 (7 rented)
5 1988 70 cm 4m-concrete 140 5 (none)
6 1984 100 cm 3,5m-concret 150 2 (6 rented)
7 2005 100 cm 4m-wood 100 2 (1 rented)
8 1990 60 cm 4m-wood 150 3 (4 rented)
9 2000 60 cm 4m-wood 150 4 (none)

10 1997 60 cm 3,5m-concret 130 1 (4 rented)
11 1995 20 cm 4m-wood 150 6 (none)
12 1985 10 cm 2,2m-wood 100 4 (none)
13 1998 60 cm 4,5m-wood 150 5 (none)

Source: Field Observation, 2013

4.3. Exploring Innovative Design to Improve the Quality Housing
The housing layout of the housing complex was originally planned in gridiron 
layout for maximum land use, in single storey with an opening 5 meter and a 
depth of  15 meter. Building coverage ratio was initially 53% and had been 
increased to 100%. 

Figure 3: Original and development of ground floor plan
The original size of every house in the complex is 40m2, it has living room, two 
bed rooms, a bath room, small dining room and kitchen in outdoor terrace. 
However, until now the size of the houses hasbeen increased to 100-170 m2. 
The respondents have extended the living room, dining, kitchen, bed room, and 
bath room, but the layout are not well planned because they build the houses 
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by themselves without architects( see Figure 3). Therefore, most of the houses 
tend to be lack of day lighting andfresh air. They use air conditioning and fan to 
reduce temperature in the house. 
House innovations which are related to flood can be observed from the new 
methods or technologies of raising the floor and the implications of these
efforts which have positive contribution for the respondents in terms of 
responding to the flood. There are 8 houses using wood material for the second 
floor so that the floor is easy to be dismantled when the respondentswill raise 
their houses in the future. All of the columns are made of concrete, but the 
beams and floor of the second floor are made of wood (see Figure 4). Such a 
structural solution could be said as an innovation method in flood prone 
settlement because the respondents will be easy to dismantletheir houses in 
the future. All of respondents believe that they will raise their houses in five to 
ten years later. This method will be cheaper than using the concrete floor, 
because the concrete floor should be destroyed when the house will be raised.

Figure 4: Innovative method to raise the house in flood prone settlement
Source: Field Observation, 2013

Other innovative designs are related to positive contribution to improve the 
quality of the houses and facilitate the activities of respondents after they raise 
the floor. Example is the use of space after raising the floor in front of the 
house for open terrace which is used for sitting room and motorcycle parking. 
Generally, raising ground floor cause loss of yard and plants in front of the 
houses. Some respondents haveclosed the terraces with high wall fences which
cause the house frontyard tend to be dirty and become storage for shoes, 
motorcycles, washing machine, clothes drying, etc. They also designed the 
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massive facades after raising the floor for garage doors which obstruct fresh air 
and solar lighting to enter the house, so that the respondents use air 
conditioning and always turn on the lights in the living room.But the open 
terrace resulted from raising the ground floor can be said as an innovation 
since it can be used for socialization with their neighbours. These designs use 
transparent fences of iron or low wall fences, so that the air fresh and solar 
lighting can enter into the house to reduce temperature in the house. Potted 
plants can also be placed near the terrace that contribute to green the 
environment (see Figure 5). These innovative designs increase the quality of 
the houses, and give positive contribution for daily activities of occupantas, and 
contribute to the environment. 

Figure 5 : Exploring innovative design for the quality housing
Source: Field Observation, 2013

Houses which are adaptive to flooding can be considered as innovation if the  
residents can still perform activities in the houses despite the floods. They can 
maintain or even improve their quality of life, or there is an innovation in the 
technology used. Respondents of the houses with such an innovative solution 
said that they were still able to stay at home and performed activities during 
the last floods in January 2013 because  they had raised the ground floor of 
their houses. The height of ground floor elevation above 80 cm which is safe 
enough to flooding with floodwater of 30-70 cm high when the last floods 
occurred. The placement of toilet for an innovative and adaptive response to 
flooding is also important. When the toilet was in the second floor, the 
respondents could be easy to take a bath and use toilet while the flood was 
happening. The two storey houses which have toilet in the second floor are 
more adaptive than the single storey houses or two storey houses without 
toilet in the second floor, for flood prone settlements.
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5.  CONCLUSIONS
In Muara Angke settlement, the houses have been elevated by residents to 
avoid flooding, specially in the fishing settlement Block H and L, with 
approximately 12,2% of houses have been elevated more than 80 cm above the 
road. Housing adjustment has also been made such as expanding the houses, 
adding rooms, adding the economic functions to the house (rooms for rent in 
the second floor), and made the houses into two storeys. However the house 
expansions have changed building coverage of almost all of the houses into 
100%, so that the houses have no garden nor open yard. As the result the 
ambient temperature is quite hot because the houses have no trees.
However, there are innovations related to the flood which can be observed on
new method or technology of raising the floor and the implications of this effort
which has positive contribution for the respondents. In Muara Angke, the 
innovative design is the use of wooden floor of the second floor, so that their 
houses will be easy to be dismantled when they will raise the houses again, also 
this method is cheaper than using concrete floor. The other innovative design is 
that the respondents use open terraces from the raised ground floor for sitting 
room, motorcycle parking, and the placement of potted plants near the 
terraces. These designs have positive contribution to improve the quality of the 
houses, facilitate the activities of respondents, and enable the fresh air and 
solar lighting to enter the houses. The height of ground floor elevation above 80 
cm which is safe enough to flooding. Also important is the fact that the two 
storey houses have toilet in the second floor to be more adaptive than placing 
the toilet in the first floor in the single storey houses or two storey houses. 
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